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Ed i t o r ’ s N o t e

Hello!
The P
 ost & Lintelhas changed title and form over the years, but since the beginning it has
showcased the diverse personalities, talents, and interests that make EMU’s Historic Preservation Program special.
This year, in the midst of a pandemic, protests for racial justice, and a presidential election, program students, alumni, and faculty have continued finding new ways to ethically
steward, preserve, and interpret our cultural heritage. I am so pleased that we can feature
some of that wonderful work here.
We put out a call for submissions dealing with “home,” as much of this past year has
been spent at home, and much of what we do working in historic preservation and museums
deals with houses and homelife. What resulted was a wide-ranging collection of research
papers and projects that, in their own ways, explore how people past and present have coped
with hard times, upheavals, and adversity. Messages of creativity, community, and resilience
emerge from each piece.
Many thanks to everyone who contributed their thoughtful work to this issue of Post &
Lintel. The past year has been a tough one, but a highlight has been getting to know the people
in this program. Congratulations to all of our students who graduated in 2020 and 2021. I
look forward to seeing the rest of you in the fall—hopefully in real life instead of little Zoom
squares!
Warmly,
Katie Delahoyde
HP Program Office & Marketing Graduate Assistant

FROM THE ARCHIVES

Preservation Eastern Newsletter no. 1 (Winter 1983), page 1, Digital Commons @ EMU.
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Int e r pre t a t i o n

I

n my family, fresh orange juice is a staple with meals. It is crucial in the month of Ramadan. We fast all day and have Iftar at night, and in my family, squeezing oranges is the most
coveted job. It is a simple job, but it is an important job because drinking the sweet, refreshing
juice after a long day of fasting is the best.
Ramadan 2020 was different; there was no family, there were no big meals planned or fresh
orange juice. However, one day, I bought store orange juice, and it just did not feel the same.
I thought to myself, Why should I stop a family tradition just because I am on my own? I
should keep it going. Through trial and error, I made a juicer. Once I had that made, I needed
a pitcher and a cup to pour my juice in. Soon I had my orange juice, and I was happy, and
Ramadan was not so bad alone. Every time I would make my juice, memories of previous
Ramadans would flood back in.
—MARIAM KTIRI
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Int e r pre t a t i o n

T

hanks to an internet raffle, I won a private tour of the Eames Home and Studio and got
to explore the space weeks before the global pandemic shut down the historic site. For
months after the tour I was thinking through all of Ray and Charles’s design decisions—the
materials, tchotchkes from their travels, and most specifically their use of colors. The space
is the antithesis of the sterile stereotype of modern architecture. So, what happens when you
take away the colors and textures? You end up with a rectangle and some interesting lines. The
Eames Home and Studio is much more than a rectangle in real life, it is a space that encourages play and has the feeling of a lived in/loved home. While many of us are reevaluating the
need for historic house museums, I hope this one stays public for a long time. . . We could all
use a bit more encouragement to play. This is part of an ongoing series of stitched structures.
—SARAH MARSOM (‘13)
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Int e r pre t a t i o n

W

hile the past year spent predominantly at home has driven some to tidy up and become
minimalists, I have found myself shaping my domestic space in a different way—by
collecting more stuff. (I can feel some of you recoiling in horror.) Art prints, stones and shells
gathered on the beach, plant cuttings from friends, crafts made while in lockdown, favorite
books—anything that is beautiful or. . . sparks joy, if you will.
When I found this photograph at an antique store shortly after moving to Ypsilanti, I was
enamored. There’s so much to look at—photos of friends on every surface, calling cards stuck
into the mirror frame, layered textiles, the affected nonchalance of the young woman pretending to read but conscious of the camera. This portrait makes me think about how, since long
before the days of Instagram, we have crafted our personal spaces both for our own comfort
and to communicate a curated image of ourselves to others.
“Merry Christmas to Vera from Ora” is written in pencil on the back. A stamp indicates the
photo was taken by Enoch Beckquist of Muskegon, Michigan. A pinhole in the top suggests
that Vera tacked the photograph up in her own home.
—KATIE DELAHOYDE
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Fea t u re d A l u m

WHO ARE WE? WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
By Jen Peters

A

s COVID spread and shutdown orders went into place, a lot
of us hit those questions hard. . . Who are we? Where do we
go from here? And we asked it on so many levels. From our professional lives to our personal ones, the world became a different
place. Monday to Friday went out the window and we all struggled to answer these two basic questions.
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A year ago, I was the Volunteer and Guest Services Coordinator at the Troy Historic Village. In
that role, I’d arrive in the morning, check the schedule for the day, and keep an ear open for a last-minute need as our education staff got ready for the next
busload of kids. Duties as assigned included pulling
a towel out of the clogged toilet or quick-heating
wax on the stove when the automatic pot switch
failed. As schooling began to rapidly deteriorate, we
all jumped in on brainstorming to rework programs.
As stay-at-home orders came down, we shut down
everything, created a buildings check schedule,
grabbed as many files as possible, locked the door,
and headed home.
Looking back, we were all in shock. As a cultural institution that was accustomed to being fully
booked with school groups from October to June,
hosting monthly programs for preschoolers to seniors, throwing a fundraiser car show with thousands of attendees, what were we in the midst of a
shutdown? Our historic buildings and collections sat
locked up while we sat at home. How could we be
the place where “history lives” when the only living
things at the Village were the mice?
In all honesty, it took us a little while to regroup.
With a decimated budget and a halt on all programming, we were strategic planning on the fly. As hard
as it was to sit at home with all our “stuff” locked up
in Troy, we quickly realized we weren’t just a collection and some old buildings; we were educators
and community builders. With this shift in perspective, we started to take a hard look at how we could
do those things differently. One of my tasks became
building a village-wide exhibit. Without our regular
school groups, it became painfully obvious how flat
our drop-in visitor experience was. We had immersive spaces, but our “hands-on” focus and engagement were through school groups, not with the general public. How could we engage them better? How
could we start conversations? How could we bring
people back for something new and different? And
how could we do that safely?
At the same time, we watched history unfold
around us. We saw parallels between COVID and
the 1918 Influenza, sewing face masks from T-shirts
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

TOP. Jen works from home, aided by a feline coworker.
CENTER. Online meetings become the norm.
BOTTOM. Troy Historic Village staff brainstorm the new Resilience on

the Homefront exhibit on the blackboard of the 1800s schoolhouse —
socially distanced, of course.
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ABOVE. In the cabin at Troy Historic Village, symbols of loss in the nineteenth century — a mourning dress, memorial hair art — are juxtaposed
with modern artifacts representing what was lost due to COVID-19.
LEFT. A display in Caswell House explores how creativity got people
through hard times then and now.

today and quilts from flour sacks through the Depression, and toilet paper shortages and WWII rationing.
I felt there was a way to use this history to process
what we were going through and deliver a message
of hope. So, as we sat at home, we developed our village-wide exhibit: Resilience on the Homefront. We
organized the stories and objects we were seeing and
using in real time with those from the last hundred
years into eight themes: loss, creativity, grassroots,
scarcity, communication, retooling, comfort, and inspiration. In this way, we could structure the visitor’s
experience in a way that connected what they were
going through to historic events. One of my most
prized comments from the exhibit was, “It made me
feel less isolated to see that others went through the
same things.”
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

While we weren’t overrun by visitors to the Resilience exhibit, we learned a lot about ourselves and
about our institution. Today I’m the Executive Director of the Troy Historic Village and we’ve just finished installing our fourth village-wide exhibit, Play
at the Village. As we start to think about what a postCOVID Village looks like, we will be drawing from
all the things we learned in the last year, but mainly
that we are educators and community builders, not
buildings and stuff.
Jen Peters is the Executive Director of the Troy Historic Village. As a recent graduate of the EMU
Historic Preservation program and a not-so-recent
graduate of Albion College, she loves that her job at
the Village combines building preservation, artifact
conservation, learning opportunities, conversations,
and connections! Jen started at the Village in 2018
as the Volunteer and Guest Services Coordinator
and stepped into the role as Executive Director this
past fall after the retirement of Loraine Campbell.
She brings with her a background in archaeology
and community building, and a passion for history
and hands-on work.
10

Pro fe s s o rs ’ P i ck

ON THE FRONT LINES OF COSMETICS
A TUBE OF LIPSTICK IN WORLD WAR II
By Katrina Stack Finkelstein

T

he object studied in this analysis is a tube of lipstick. The
tube is currently owned by the Holocaust Memorial Center
Zekelman Family Campus and is under the care of Librarian and
Archivist Feiga Weiss. The tube was acquired as a facsimile for an
exhibit at the museum. The museum has had ownership of the
tube since August of 2018.1
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IDENTIFICATION
The tube of lipstick was purchased off of eBay.
Information regarding its ownership prior to this
purchase is not possible to find, since the listing has
been removed from the eBay marketplace. However,
prior to its purchase, Weiss reached out to Sandy Shreier, a noted fashion historian, in an effort to verify
that the tube was of the correct era from the exhibit.2 Shreier was sent a link to the eBay listing, and
she did confirm that the lipstick could be from the
1940s. However, without confirmation in person,
this would be difficult to know with absolute certainty. The size, shape, and material do indicate that it
could be from the 1940s, and that is the era being
referenced for this analysis.
On the outside, the tube is plain, with no design
or detail on the cap. It is made of a coated aluminum, as some of the aluminum is showing through
where there has been excessive wear. It is a small
tube, with a height of 5.5 centimeters and a width
at the base of 1.5 centimeters. The base of the inside of the tube is black, but the coloring is wearing

off particularly around the bottom edge. This black
band on the base is just about 2 millimeters in width.
The larger scratches on the tube are about 2 millimeters. There is one scratch that goes almost entirely around the black coloring of the base. The
scratches on the top of the tube are deep enough
to be felt even while wearing gloves. In addition to
the scratches and loss of color, the label that was
likely affixed to the bottom of the tube is missing.
This could be a clear sign of many decades of use,
however this tube of lipstick is almost entirely full.
Unless refilled, this makes the amount of wear especially surprising.
The lid of the case stays closed very well and takes
a lot of effort to open. The outer part of the case is
much shinier than the inside. Once opened, the typical waxy smell of the lipstick comes out in combination with the smell of the metal. The lipstick inside is
discolored in most places, although some pinkish pigment remains. The lipstick comes to a slanted angle,
slightly round at the top. The lipstick comes slightly
past the top of the case and can be seen through an

PREVIOUS PAGE & ABOVE. This metal, bullet-shaped tube of lipstick, which is in the collection of the Holocaust Memorial Center Zekelman Family
Campus, may date to the 1940s.
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opening that exists for a level to push it up. There is
some corrosion of the metal there. The lever used
to push the lipstick up will not move much, if at all.
When closing the cap of the lipstick tube, there
is no “snap” sound when it is fully closed. The metal of each piece grinds as the top of removed and
placed back on the tube, which can be both heard
and felt. While the top stays tightly on the bottom of
the tube, this friction and grinding would likely not
be good for the object if done repeatedly.
The cold metal tube is very plain and utilitarian,
with no ornamentation to it that can sometimes be
seen in other tubes of lipstick. Tubes preceding this,
such as those from the 1920s and 1930s frequently
had an Art Deco influence with much more character to them than this.3 The enamel and engraving
made popular in cosmetics of the Art Deco influence is very clearly lacking in this tube, and in many
others of the era. The shape is reminiscent of a bullet, which is significant in the World War II era.

EVALUATION
In the lipsticks advertised in the pages of Vogue
and Harper’s Bazaar, many different companies who
produce cosmetics have ads which usually highlight
what is special about their specific version of the
product and share the price. A lipstick tube that is
particularly similar to this object is the one depicted
in the DuBarry advertisement in Vogue’s November
15, 1939, issue.4
The bullet-like shape is the same, only the DuBarry lipstick lacks a black band on the base of the tube.
Similarly a Tangee advertisement in the same issue
has a bullet-shaped tube with a red base. This lipstick tube is simple in comparison to some of the
lipstick tubes produced in the 1940s, some of which
did bear designs engraved on the metal, the maker’s
name, or in the shape of the tube.
The cost of a tube of lipstick in this era ranged
between $1.00 and $1.50, depending on the brand,
according to ads in Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar. These
prices indicate an intended customer to be a middleto upper-class woman, since even the women paid
equally to men at the Willow Run Bomber Plant
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

in Ypsilanti, Michigan, were only making $0.75 an
hour.5 Cosmetics from the brands researched here
would have been a difficult commodity for a working- or lower-class woman.

CULTURAL ANALYSIS
Continued Production of Cosmetics during WWII
Lipstick, among other cosmetics, continued to be
produced during WWII because the War Production Board kept cosmetics from being restricted by
rationing. Cosmetic products were considered essential for a woman’s well-being, so they were not included by the US government when a list of rationed
items was created, despite the fact that many ingredients were needed for production of other wartime
necessities.6 On average, an American woman spent
about $16 a year on cosmetics, while families spent
$21.44 on gasoline.7 The War Production Board
certainly kept this in mind as they decided what industries would face a necessary cut during the war.
In 1941, women spent $20 million on lipstick, and
by 1946, that nationwide expenditure had increased
by over 50 percent, eventually exceeding $30 million.8 Because of increased demand as the war years
went on, producers eventually did have to switch to
plastic and paper lipstick tubes from the earlier brass
and aluminum.9
Unlike in Great Britain, where the Limitation of
Supplies Order of 1940 cut cosmetic production by
75 percent, American companies continued production.10 In an advertisement from a February 1942
Harper’s Bazaar, the logos of over fifty cosmetic companies who would continue their production during
wartime were pictured along with the following
statement:
In the eventful history of American Fashion,
our great designers and manufacturers, whose
labels are gathered here, have met many challenges—but none more exacting than they are
meeting today. For in spite of every problem
in production and distribution that may arise,
it is their job to keep America looking alert
and lovely. Just how important this job is, we
all know. A woman’s appearance is her declaration of her faith in life, in her man, in vic13

tory. A pretty dress is her armor, a charming
hat is her symbol. She brandishes her beauty
like a sword. The sight of her—millions of her,
all over America, well-dressed, well-shod, confident, and gay—is as indispensable to victory
as ships and guns and tanks and planes. The
labels you see here are pledged to the cause of
keeping American women beautiful, and men’s
courage high because of them.11
The fact that companies could—or even were
able to—continue the production of cosmetic goods
is evidence of the influence it was perceived to have
over women and America as a whole.

Keeping Morale High on the Homefront and for the
Men Fighting the War
Glamor, as a whole, was considered a virtue
during wartime. The “weaponization” of red lipstick made it an icon and symbol during World War
II; almost every wartime poster bearing a woman
has her donning a red lip, regardless of whether she
is working in a factory or is enlisted in the military.12
While cosmetics can be associated with softness and
serenity, the bold red lipstick was associated not only
with sex, but with officialdom, violence, military,
urgency, danger, independence, assertiveness and
confidence.13 As the quote from the February 1942
Harper’s Bazaar indicated, lipstick and other cosmetics were considered directly related to morale on the
homefront and on the front lines.
In the same year, Good Housekeeping asked, “How
do you look when he comes home?” Women were
expected to maintain a well-groomed appearance
because to do anything but would be a detriment
to the war effort. “Your good looks,” according to
an article by Elinor Guthrie Neff, “mean as much
to the nation as your good works.”14 Neff continues
by explaining that women held the “tempo of the
home” in their hands.15 Women could, in her opinion, have a great influence on the heartbeat of the
nation during this unpredictable time. Surveys indicated that cosmetics enabled a woman to be confident, which would be infectious, transmitting to the
men she associated with, making it essential in war.16
So if a woman stopped caring about her appearance, it would have meant that the war effort was
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

suffering as well.
A Revlon advertisement is even more to the point:
“Morale is a Woman’s Business” headlines the page
which states, “. . . a woman’s beauty stands for courage, serenity, a gallant heart. . . all the things men
need so desperately today.”17 The ad claims that a
woman’s time spent making herself beautiful is not
a waste, but is rather a woman’s way of saying the
United States would not be beaten. In some ways,
maintaining a beauty routine was a way of allowing
women to continue to feel feminine while taking on
more masculine jobs left vacant by the men fighting on the front lines.18 Women could do the work
needed of them in the factories and simultaneously
assure their men and the nation as a whole that the
traditional expectations of a woman had not been
forsaken.
Outside of ads compelling women to an emotional response in the necessity of cosmetics, some
companies, such as Tangee, launched marketing
campaigns which capitalized on the patriotism of
the war. Tangee’s campaign was built on the slogan
of “War, Women, and Lipstick,” which portrayed
lipstick as weapon of morale on the homefront.19
One of their ads read, “No lipstick—ours or anyone
else’s—will win the war. But it symbolizes the reasons
we are fighting. . . the precious right of women to
be feminine and lovely, under any circumstances.”20
This could be viewed as a direct attack of Nazi Germany and Adolf Hitler’s restriction on female visitors to the country. Women were forbidden to wear a
substantial amount of makeup, since the Aryan ideal was a clean face (despite the fact that Eva Braun
frequently broke the rules given to female visitors).21
In addition, cosmetics were being rationed and were
nearly impossible to come by in Nazi Germany, so
the symbolism of an American woman’s willingness
to wear cosmetics increased even further.22
Lipstick names also began to take on a patriotic
tone, rather than one of sex. Elizabeth Arden developed “Victory Red.”23 Others were “Jeep Red,”
“Commando,” and “Fighting Red.” These colors
were specifically inspired by a red color designed
and distributed to women serving in the US Marine
Corps: “Montezuma Red.”24
14

Use by Women Serving in the Military
Lipstick was not only produced to keep morale
high on the homefront. In an effort to fight against
the “mannish” world women in the armed forces
were thrust into, they spent time applying nail polish, lipstick, and perfume.25 The women were doing
more than just maintaining their feminine appearance; they were also allowing the men they served
with to experience a connection to the girls and life
they left behind in the States. Though few women
made it to the front lines, those that did “clung to
their lipstick: It was one of the very few personal
possessions that evacuated navy nurses took with
them.”26 Cosmetics connected both the women who
wore it and the men who served with them to the
homefront they had been away from for so long.
Army Nurse Ruth B. Haskell documented many
of her experiences in Helmets and Lipstick: An Army
Nurse in World War Two. She explains that they prepared for roll call one morning with their makeup
correct and wearing their preferred perfume because

it is hard to be glamorous in a GI uniform.27 Haskell
continues that it does not matter how they appear—
it is how they act that is truly important. That being
said, the women truly appreciated the connection to
home and it did increase their morale. “A friend of
mine who knew me rather well sent two beautiful
lipsticks, and did I welcome them!” Haskell said, “As
I had once told my CO, if I should ever stop using
makeup there would be nothing left of my morale.
A fresh application of lipstick, my helmet at a jaunty
angle, and I was ready for anything.”28
Cosmetics sent from home were beyond welcome,
since cosmetic production was largely halted during
the war in Europe and thus they were hard to come
by for those like Haskell who were in Great Britain.29
Females enlisted in the United States Marine Corps,
though, were issued a specific lipstick made just for
them, “Montezuma Red.” These Marines were given an official kit that included the lipstick along with
a matching cream blush and nail polish. The lipstick
was developed by cosmetic company Elizabeth Arden “especially for the women who were joining the
war effort.”30
“The original advertisement (left)—which encouraged women to consider joining the armed forces,
specifically the Marines—explains that the color
was ‘inspired by the brave, true red of the hat cord,
scarf, and chevrons of the Women in the Marines’”
on their green service uniforms.31 In response to this
popularity of the shade of red, Arden developed another shade for women not enlisted in the Marine
Corps, “Victory Red,” which could be worn with
everything and anything.32 In fact, such a red was
intended to be a staple for women during war time,
as Arden described it as “a tribute to some of the
bravest men and women in the world.”33

LEFT. Elizabeth Arden encouraged American women to join the armed
forces – and look good doing it in “Montezuma Red” lipstick.
Source: Christina Han, “Met Buildup: American Beauty Classics,” Vogue,
April 28, 2010.
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021
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Embracing Individuality & Sexuality: For Good or for Ill
Having been embraced by suffragettes a few decades earlier, lipstick continued to represent freedom
and individuality.34 Women were doing things previously frowned upon, including wearing heavier
makeup. Many feelings against makeup had changed
and the “idea a woman would ‘put on her face’ as a
way of expressing her personality” was understood
and accepted, particularly among the younger generations.35 Because the bold red was so clearly artificial, it was considered expressive of a woman’s control of her appearance and of herself upon wearing
it.36 Makeup was allowing women to have a sense of
power and citizenship that they had not experienced
before wartime, which was typically filled with more
masculine expectations and codes.37
While wartime valor was one influence in the industry, romance and sexuality were not something
overlooked by cosmetic companies. One brand,
Tussy, particularly capitalized on such a concept in
their advertisements. Women were encouraged to
flirt with officers—after all, who would flirt with a
private when they can have a captain?38 One advertisement even tells a woman how to spot a captain
by the rank insignia on his uniform! In this case the
brands were not just encouraging an increase in morale during the war, but also building up the sexual
power of women.39
At times, though, this individuality and sexuality
was viewed as contradictory and met with hostility.
The image of a woman as wholesome and angelic
was juxtaposed with a sexy pinup, as if the average
woman was supposed to be both. “While the assertive and sexually evocative woman is required in
wartime, her sister, the sexually independent woman, is maligned for being an enemy. . . .”40 Embracing sexuality was seen as a virtue and a vice, something prevalent in American society before and after
World War II.
Despite all of this positivity surrounding the use
of makeup in the wartime era, others in the same
generation felt that heavier makeup implied a woman was “bound to sex, prostitution, and rape” as
opposed to individuality and agency.41 Efforts by
designers to ensure a woman’s uniform in the serPost & Lintel | 2020–2021

vice was professional and feminine, while displaying
well-done hair and makeup were not entirely successful; rumors regularly circulated that referred to
all females in the military as being promiscuous.42
It was not only in the military that women had
to fight off stereotypes associated with the makeup-wearing “harlots” before them. In one instance,
the implication that women working in a shipyard
who wore nail polish and lipstick were “loose” resulted in the forced removal of both.43 Women were
regularly fighting a battle between embracing their
new power and agency in a nation absent of most of
its men and fighting the stigma around women who
had previously flaunted that type of independence.

During Liberation for Survivors of the Holocaust
Meanwhile, on the other side of the world, women
who were ripped from humanity itself found lipstick
as a way to reclaim their lives and themselves. One
particular case of this was at the liberation of the
Bergen-Belsen Concentration Camp. At its liberation by British forces in 1945, the Royal Army Medical Corps, British Red Cross Society (RAMC) arrived and had to order supplies and rations for those
survivors of the Holocaust. In one letter, a member
of the RAMC explains how they received a case of
tubes of lipstick which was not at all what they had
wanted; yet later in the same letter, he says the person who ordered it was an absolute “genius.”44 In
Five Days that Shocked the World: Eyewitness Accounts from
Europe at the End of World War II, Nicholas Best described the scene at Bergen-Belsen:
A large consignment had just arrived, enough
for every woman at Belsen to paint her lips if she
wished. Huge numbers were doing so, happily
recalling that they had once been feminine and
might be so again one day. Lipstick had turned
out to be an enormous morale booster, making all
the difference between life and death for some of
the women in the camp.45
British Lieutenant Colonel Mervin W. Gonin
also described the effect of the lipstick on women
at Bergen-Belsen in his diary. He said women wandered about with nothing but a blanket on, laid in
bed with no sheets or clothing on. . . but they had
16

“scarlet lips.”46 These women were no longer just a
tattooed number on their arm, he said. The lipstick
was something that began to give them their individuality and their humanity back.

INTERPRETATION
The Object Itself
Today, the beauty and cosmetic industry is much
larger than a few companies producing red lipstick,
rouge, nail polish, and face creams to make women
alluring to men. According to Business Insider, as of
July 2019, the industry as a whole is worth $532 billion.47 From a modern perspective, lipstick tubes like
the one studied in this analysis would be viewed as
disposable and replaceable. While some companies
have tried rather unsuccessfully to encourage consumers to reuse their tubes (or even create their own
lipsticks with remnants of what they already have),
tubes become particularly useless once there is not
a usable amount of lipstick left in them. This tube
would fall in that category.
A majority of the ads lining the pages of Vogue and
Harper’s Bazaar in the 1940s advertised only a few
options when it came to lipstick, usually limited to
a few shades of red. The ads also feature only white
women, evidence of the segregation of the time. Today, such a limited and specifically targeted selection
would be the kiss of death for a cosmetic company.
Companies today market to women of every skin
tone, some companies even marketing specifically
to women of color by having a large spectrum in
shades offered (especially in foundation liquids and
powders). With thirty or forty shades in some cases, the world of cosmetics has moved to being much
more inclusive in recent years with some companies
even including that in their branding from day one.
Additionally, cosmetic companies advertise how different shades of lipstick and eyeshadow will appear
on various skin tones. Cosmetics have gone beyond
just enhancing a woman’s natural beauty, perhaps
the intended goal of companies in the mid-twentieth
century. Today, cosmetics have literally the colors of
the rainbow and are specifically marketed toward
specific groups or trends, such as the dark colors and
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

black hues sold at stores like Hot Topic.
That is not to say, however, that the traditional
tones of the 1940s are gone, nor is their influence in
the cosmetic industry. One brand in particular has
embraced the iconic colors of many eras: Bésame
Cosmetics. A small company, Bésame Cosmetics has
developed shades of lipstick based on actual colors
from specific years. For example, they produce a
“Victory Red,” a reproduction of the 1941 “Montezuma Red” shade of red issued to women in the
military.48
It is packaged in a gold-colored, bullet-shaped
tube, similar to the object that was the focus of this
study. All of Bésame Cosmetics lipsticks are packaged in this way. Their tube is much more robust
in its size, though, to compete with the larger tubes
of lipstick commonly available today. It is almost 2
centimeters in diameter at the base and 6.5 centimeters in height. Bésame Cosmetics also produces cake
mascara, cream rouge, and powders all packaged in
a vintage style. This production is not only one of
nostalgia and trend, but also of necessity in the reenacting world where authenticity is both expected
and required.

ABOVE. ”Victory Red” lipstick by Bésame Cosmetics is based on Elizabeth Arden’s iconic 1941 “Montezuma Red” shade, which is appreciated by vintage fashion lovers and serious historical reenactors alike.
Source: Bésame Cosmetics.
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Lipstick tubes today are less frequently metal, although some may have metal pieces. Nearly all lipsticks and other cosmetics bear the name of its company. It is important for modern companies to give
their customers the ability to share the shade and
brand when needed, so a lack of marking like on this
object could prove problematic although it certainly
was still a practical item.

The Message
The heartbeat of the nation? Good looks mean
as much as good works? A woman’s time spent making herself beautiful is her way of saying the United
States would not be beaten? These marketing and
advertising campaigns would be unsuccessful and
even laughable by today’s standards. While modern
audiences may scoff at these ideas and potentially
condemn them as outdated, they may actually be
more relevant than at first glance.
While beauty preferences have a vast range, the
idea that a woman’s appearance is tied into her emotional or mental state is still at play in contemporary
culture. It may not be a reflection of wartime morale, but women are often faced with the challenge
of ensuring they are looking “put together” in order
to give the right impression. A woman who appears
in any way disheveled or not to have put time into
how she looks can be judged or even ridiculed in
some environments.
Lipstick itself has made a resurgence with many
contemporary companies creating multiple lines that
allow women—or men—to paint their lips if they
would like to do so. But to some, it is still an out-dated or matronly practice relegated to their mothers
and grandmothers who would not leave the house
without it. That being said, cosmetics as a whole
have maintained their importance, even if specific
trends change. Entire stores—Sephora and Ulta for
example—exist because the demand is there.
Makeup also continues to be a status symbol.
There are “prestige” brands which cost often five
times that of the “drug store” brands of cosmetics,
and ownership of them does play a role in some social circles. Use of certain cosmetic brands give women a platform in social circles, exaggerated by the
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

advent of YouTube beauty influencers. Cosmetics
have continued to be a symbol of individuality and
sexuality, which can also result in a range of judgement, not much unlike the early and mid-twentieth
century. The risks consumers are urged to take with
funky colors or new techniques can be embraced or
shunned.

CONCLUSION
While some of the concepts brought forth in this
object analysis were what was initially expected, such
as the importance to morale on the homefront, others were surprising and should be considered equally important. In a time where women were seeing
their positions in society completely transformed,
they were also actively taking part in the transformation. Cosmetics, when considered in conjunction
with fashion, provide an intimate glimpse into the
daily life of women who were living in a world that
was unlike any they had known. Because cosmetics
have been a very personal statement of style but also
evidence of societal expectation, lipsticks such as this
tell a much larger story than just of the brand they
came from.
Katrina Stack Finkelstein is a graduate student in
historic preservation at Eastern Michigan University, focusing on heritage interpretation and museum
practice. Her other research interests include geographies of memory, military history, and the Holocaust. Her current project is a systematic study of
commemorative place naming and memorialization
the landscape of Marine Corps bases in the continental United States. Katrina will begin a Ph.D. in
Geography at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville
this fall.
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Re s e a rc h

ACCESS TO THE ATTIC SPACE
ACADIAN COTTAGES IN THE CAJUN HEARTLAND
By Katie Cook

T

he Acadian cottage is a unique architectural feature of
southern Louisiana. The defining element is the placement
of an exterior staircase or ladder on the front gallery of the house,
which leads to a second-floor attic space.1 After learning about
this particular feature, I became interested in the Acadians and
the reasoning behind the placement of the staircase on the front
gallery. Why did they place it there?
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FIGURE 1 (previous page). Photograph of a home with an exterior

staircase accessing the attic space. Near Breaux Bridge, St. Martin Parish,
Louisiana.
Source: Russell Lee, 1938

FIGURE 2. Of the Acadian cottages within the study area, a total of

29 cottages with exterior staircases were identified and recorded for
this project. The majority of Acadian cottages with exterior staircases
are found in the central area of the map. St. Martin Parish contains
14 homes with an exterior staircase or ladder - 48% of the identified
homes within the core area. The neighboring parishes of Lafayette and
Iberia have the next highest concentration of Acadian cottages.
Source: Author, “Acadian Cottages with Exterior Access to the Attic
Space,” 2019, map.

The Acadian cottage shares many features with
the Creole cottage, and it can be difficult to distinguish between the two houses as ethnic associations
are not readily apparent. The purpose of this project is not to draw a discrete distinction between the
houses, but rather to record and analyze the spatial
characteristics of houses with an exterior staircase
on the front gallery. Houses in the study area with
the characteristics of Acadian cottages and an exterior staircase will be referred to hereafter as Acadian
cottages.
The goal of the following project is two-fold. The
first objective is to record the location of houses displaying the features of the Acadian cottage and an
exterior staircase or ladder within the “Cajun Heartland,” the core of the Acadiana Parishes of Louisiana. While other examples of Acadian cottages are
present in the study area, this project expressly focuses on those examples with exterior staircases or ladders. A total of 29 Acadian cottages with exterior access to the attic space were identified (Figure 2). This
geographic area is referred to as the Acadiana Core,
comprising the parishes of Lafayette, Acadia, Iberia,
St. Landry, St. Martin, Vermilion, Evangeline, and
St. Mary.2 A subsequent objective of the project is
to analyze any spatial variations in the location of
the houses and features of the exterior staircase. A
brief history of the Acadians, a description of the
common elements of the Acadian cottage, and various hypotheses regarding the reasoning behind the
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placement of the staircase on the front gallery is
discussed. This is followed by a description of the
methodology used to acquire and analyze data, results of the GIS (Geographic Information System)
analysis, and limitations of the project.

FROM ACADIANS TO CAJUNS
The term “Acadian” refers to the French who
settled the Acadia region of New France from the
1630s through the 1650s. Acadia was in present-day
Nova Scotia and the surrounding Canadian Maritimes. The British later expelled the Acadians from
Nova Scotia in 1755, during Le Grand Dérangement.
The French who settled in Acadia originated from
the western provinces of France including Poitou,
Aunis, Angoumois, Saintonge, and Anjou.3 Little
concrete evidence exists revealing the building techniques and forms that the Acadians carried over
to New France, or new techniques acquired upon
their arrival in Acadia. Unfortunately, British tactics to forcibly expel the Acadians during Le Grand
Dérangement included the destruction of Acadian
homes and villages, which destroyed nearly all examples of Acadian building traditions in the Canadian Maritimes.4
Following the expulsion, many Acadians eventually settled between St. Louis and New Orleans with
large numbers in southern Louisiana, where they
eventually became known as Cajuns. Some arrived
23

by way of the Caribbean, and others traveled through
the American colonies.5 Although Louisiana was
controlled by Spain at the time, there was a French
population in the area and the Spanish government
granted the Acadians land in an effort to populate
the region.6 Approximately 2,600 to 3,000 Acadians
came to Louisiana between 1765 and 1785.7 Upon
their arrival, the Acadians settled the areas of Bayou
Teche, Bayou Lafourche, St. James-Ascension, and
the Attakapas region.8 The Attakapas region corresponds to the parishes of the Acadiana Core and
had the highest population of Acadians in Louisiana
by 1810.9

FEATURES OF THE ACADIAN COTTAGES
Acadian cottages and Creole cottages share many
of the same features. However, the Acadian cottage
diverges from the Creole cottage due to the Acadian’s use of the attic story for sleeping, and the placement of an exterior staircase or ladder on the front
gallery leading to the attic space (Figure 3).10 Acadians followed French traditions in their construction of colombage timber frame homes.11 Cypress was
used for the framing and the spaces between posts,

beams, and braces were infilled with a mixture of
mud and moss called bousillage. Cypress planks covered the sides and rear of the house, whereas the
façade was whitewashed because the front gallery
shielded the bousillage from rain. The houses were
built upon piers made of cypress logs, raising the first
floor two to three feet off of the ground. A large and
steep side gable roof clad in cypress shingles covered
the house, along with an integral, full-width gallery
across the façade and frequently the rear. Typically,
there were multiple entrances to interior rooms from
the exterior galleries, providing ventilation to the interior. Entrances were centered on their respective
walls.12 While the façade may be symmetrical, symmetry was not necessarily a design element. Chimneys were usually placed in the center for hall and
parlor, or salle-et-chambre, plans and in the gable end
in single-room hall plans. The floor plans of Acadian cottages vary from small, single-room hall plans
to hall and parlor plans. Floor plans may have been
altered over time, with alteration and expansion typically involving the addition of two cabinets or small
rooms on the rear of the home surrounding a centrally placed loggia.13

FIGURE 3. Note the exterior staircase aligned on the

right-hand side of the front gallery. This house also
has the large side gable roof, integral front gallery,
piers, centrally placed chimney, and multiple entrances typical of the Acadian cottage. Near Isle L’Abbe, St.
Martin Parish, Louisiana.
Source: Louisiana Historic Resource Inventory Survey
50-00576, State of Louisiana Department of Culture,
Recreation and Tourism: Division of Archaeology and
Historic Preservation, 1978, accessed February 3,
2021.
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FIGURE 4. Section plan of the LaFleur House in St. Landry Parish, Louisiana. The front gallery and a rear pile of cabinets are incorporated beneath a
large side gable roof. See that the exterior staircase on the front gallery provides access to the attic space, and the inclination of the staircase parallels
the slope of the roof.
Source: Historic American Buildings Survey, LaFleur House, 753 LA 748, Grand Prairie, St. Landry Parish, LA, ca. 2006, architectural drawing, Library
of Congress, HABS LA-1364, accessed February 8, 2021.

THE EXTERIOR STAIRCASE
The placement of an exterior staircase or ladder
on the front gallery providing access to the attic is a
unique feature of Acadian cottages. Nearly all examples of houses with this feature have a side gable
roof, although some examples have hipped roofs.
Scholars suggest that small and crude single-room
hall houses were initially built when the Acadians
arrived in Louisiana, and were expanded over time.
The initial homes generally did not have the gallery
that is associated with the Acadian cottage. It was
later, in the early-nineteenth century, that the Acadians began to incorporate elements from the Creole
house, namely the galleries and a rear pile of cabinets
surrounding a central loggia.14
The incorporation of galleries and a rear pile beneath a single-pitch gable roof created a large attic
space beneath the roof.15 The placement of collar
beams high on the roof rafters aided in the creation
of functional attic space.16 The Acadians had traditionally utilized attic space as a garçonnière, or a sleepPost & Lintel | 2020–2021

ing space for the young boys or unmarried men in
the large Acadian families, or a fillière if girls outnumbered boys. Based on a description of an Acadian home in the Canadian Maritimes pre-expulsion,
the Acadian’s use of the attic space as a garçonnière
in Louisiana was carried over from their time in
the Canadian Maritimes, where the loft space was
used in the same manner.17 It is suggested that the
adoption of Creole elements allowed the Acadians
to reconstitute their traditional usage of the attic. In
Acadian homes in the eastern portion of Acadiana,
access to the attic space was typically achieved by
placing a ladder or steep staircase within the interior.
Acadian homes in the western portion of Acadiana
placed the ladder or staircase on the front gallery.18
Definitive reasoning behind this somewhat peculiar
placement is unknown. However, some hypotheses
exist.
Scholars have suggested various reasons for the
Acadian’s placement of the staircase on the front
gallery. Ancelet, Edwards, and Pitre propose two
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theories. The first proposes that the exterior placement conserved interior space within small Acadian
homes. The second theory proposes that the Acadians were emulating raised Creole plantation homes,
where the staircase to the upper story front gallery
and living space was placed on the exterior of the
home.19 Additionally, there are examples of Creole architecture in Haiti where a staircase or ladder
accessing a loft space is placed on the exterior of
the home. Mires similarly suggests that the exterior
staircase to the attic on the gallery is a Caribbean
element, and states that following expulsion but before moving to Louisiana, some Acadians had briefly
settled in the French Caribbean.20 Perhaps the Acadians adopted the exterior staircase in Louisiana to
emulate the Creoles or adopted it during their time
in the French Caribbean. Another hypothesis utilizes Maygarden’s highlight of the importance of the
gallery for living space.21 Louisiana’s tropical climate
made galleries an important feature of homes.22 It is
not unreasonable to imagine that the staircase was
placed on the gallery because the gallery was the
central feature of the home. It connected to nearly
every room, and served as an important living and
circulation space.

FIGURE 5. Notice the exterior ladder located on the right side of the
front gallery.
Source: Paul Rudolph, [Vernacular house], ca. 1960-1980, Paul
Rudolph Archive, photograph, Library of Congress, accessed February
1, 2021.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND METHODOLOGY
Data on the location and morphological features
of Acadian cottages were gathered from various
sources and cataloged in an Excel spreadsheet. The
spreadsheet served as a database of homes where
each row corresponded to one home. Columns held
information on morphological features, the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates, street
address, the source of the information, and any other pertinent information.
Data acquisition involved searching for Louisiana
homes recorded in the Historic American Buildings
Survey (HABS) collection available through the Library of Congress. Oftentimes Acadian cottages
were not labeled as such; therefore, a visual search
of homes in the HABS collection was conducted
for the entire state. Listings on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and Louisiana Historic Resource Inventory (LHRI) surveys were the
most significant sources of data. NRHP listings and
LHRI surveys were available through the Louisiana
Office of Cultural Development (LOCD) Division
of Historic Preservation. The LOCD has a Standing Structures and Districts (SSD) interactive map,
which is available online. Although this map provided the location of structures identified in surveys,
important attribute information that would identify
Acadian cottages from other structures was not visible. The attribute table associated with the map had
to be queried to isolate surveys within the Acadiana
Core parishes. A PDF file containing the survey was
attached to each record in the table. This file had
to be opened, examined, and a determination had
to be made if the structure was an Acadian cottage
with an exterior staircase or ladder.
Images and text within the surveys were used to
determine if the survey recorded an Acadian cottage. All discernible features such as the floor plan,
roof type, orientation, shape, height, chimney location, openings, porches, and style were cataloged in
the Excel spreadsheet. Additionally, the placement,
type, and direction of the staircase on the gallery was
recorded. Entries were made to the best of the author’s knowledge based on survey information and
available imagery. Coordinate data were recorded if
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they were provided. Homes without coordinates that
had a street address or a description of the location of
the home were located in Google Earth, which allowed
the UTM coordinates to be identified. Following the
review of available surveys, information on homes with
coordinate data were isolated in the spreadsheet and
uploaded into Esri’s ArcMap.
Within ArcMap, point data for Acadian cottages
was overlaid onto layers depicting the Acadiana Core
region and Louisiana waterways. The shapefile of Louisiana parishes was sourced from United States Census
Bureau TIGER files and the shapefile of Louisiana
waterways was sourced from the United States Geological Survey National Hydrography Dataset. The Acadian cottage point data contained all of the attribute
information recorded in the Excel spreadsheet, allowing each of the morphological features to be mapped
and analyzed within ArcMap. Various functions within
ArcMap such as the Near and Directional Distribution
operations were used to analyze the geographic distribution of the Acadian cottages and staircase features.
The Near function in ArcMap determines the closest
feature to a selected point, and the Directional Distribution operation illustrates the geographic distribution
of a selected feature. A series of maps and graphs were
created to show the results of the analysis.

FINDINGS
A total of 29 Acadian cottages with an exterior staircase or ladder and were recorded in the database (Figure 2). Many more houses were recorded, but either
did not have coordinate data or were outside of the
study area. Based on the recorded data, the majority of
Acadian cottages within the Acadiana Core are located
along Bayou Teche or connected waterways (Figure 6).
This supports many of the sources suggesting the Acadians settled along Bayou Teche.23 Figure 7 shows that
the majority of Acadian cottages have side gable roofs,
whereas a small number of outliers have a gambrel or
hipped roof.
The feature providing access to the attic space has
a relatively distinct geographic distribution. Figure 9
shows that stairs were overwhelmingly used to access
the attic space. Figure 8 shows the geographic variaPost & Lintel | 2020–2021

tion in the usage of a staircase or ladder and suggests
that ladders are generally used in the southern area of
the Acadiana Core, whereas staircases are used in the
central and northern areas. Figure 11 shows that the
majority of staircases and ladders are aligned on either
the left or right side of the gallery, with the staircases
or ladders running perpendicular to the façade. There
are also examples with staircases aligned on the outer
left and outer right corners of the gallery, indicating the
presence of a quarter-turn or winder staircase. Outliers
include a home where the staircase is located between
the hall and parlor, and other homes have stairs that run
parallel against the façade. The location of the staircase or ladder also has geographic variations. Figure
10 shows staircase and ladder locations with more than
three examples. The map suggests that staircases or
ladders on the left side of the gallery are generally clustered in the central area, whereas staircases or ladders
on the right side of the gallery are recorded throughout
the central area. Staircases located on the outer left corner are concentrated in the northern area. In terms of
stair type, Figure 13 shows that most homes have a run
of stairs or a straight ladder. A handful of homes have
a quarter-turn or winder staircase. The map in Figure
12 shows that the run of stairs is located throughout the
region, whereas quarter-turn and winder staircases are
grouped in the northern area.
The reasons behind the geographic variations regarding the use and placement of staircases or ladders
and the staircase type are unclear. Perhaps ladders are
located in the southern portion of the study area because this may have been the first area settled by the
Acadians. Staircases may have replaced ladders if space
allowed.24 Likewise, the space available on the front
gallery may influence the type of staircase constructed.
Clusters of staircase types and various placement on
the front gallery may have resulted from the accessibility, or inaccessibility, of waterways at the time. Moreover, the Acadians formed communities where families assisted each other in the construction of homes.25
Construction of area homes by the same group of people may have created the geographic variations depicted in Figure 7 and Figure 9. Additional research should
be conducted to investigate these hypotheses.
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FIGURE 6. The Near function in ArcMap was used to deter-

mine the nearest river to each home. The function determined that Bayou Teche is the nearest river to the majority of
identified homes.
Source: Author, “Acadian Cottages Nearest Rivers,” 2019,
map.

FIGURE 7. Roof types within the Acadiana Core
Source: Author, “Roof Types,” 2019, chart.
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FIGURE 8. Both staircases and ladders are placed on the

front gallery to access the attic space beneath the roof.
Based on the recorded homes, see that the use of ladders is
generally in the southern area of the Acadiana Core, whereas
staircases are employed in the central and northern areas.
Source: Author, “Acadian Cottage Feature Distribution: Staircases and Ladders,” 2019, map.

FIGURE 9. Various ways to access the attic space within the
study area.
Source: Author, “Access to Attic Space,” 2019, chart.
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FIGURE 10. The map above suggests that for the recorded
homes, exterior staircases and ladders on the left side of
the gallery are generally clustered in the central area of the
Acadiana Core, whereas staircases and ladders on the right
side of the gallery are located throughout the central area.
Staircases located on the outer left corner of the gallery indicate a quarter-turn or winder staircase and are located in the
northern area. The locations displayed above represent the
staircase or ladder locations with more than three examples
in the study area.
Source: Author, “Acadian Cottage Feature Distribution: Staircase / Ladder Location,” 2019, map.
FIGURE 11. Various locations of the staircase or ladder on
the front gallery.
Source: Author, “Staircase / Ladder Location,” 2019, chart.
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FIGURE 12. The type of staircase or ladder used to reach the
attic space in the recorded homes shows spatial variation
within the study area. Quarter-turn and winder staircases
are generally concentrated in the northern portion of the
Acadiana Core, whereas a run of stairs is found throughout
the area.
Source: Author, “Acadian Cottage Feature Distribution: Staircase / Ladder Type,” 2019, map.
FIGURE 13. The majority of identified homes have a run of
stairs on the front gallery.
Source: Author, “Staircase / Ladder Types,” 2019, chart.
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021
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LIMITATIONS
There are many limitations to the geographic and
visual data utilized in this project. The sample size
for the project is small. A larger sample size may alter the geographic variations depicted in the various
maps. Moreover, the LOCD notes that some LHRI
surveys are not accessible through the SSD map,
meaning there may be other examples of Acadian
cottages within the study area that have not been included in this project. Perhaps the most significant
limitation is that Acadian cottages could have been
destroyed or renovated over time, and the exterior
staircase could have been removed or altered. If survey information suggested an exterior staircase had
been present but was no longer extant, the description within the LHRI survey or NRHP nomination
was used to gather any information about the staircase placement. For example, a handful of LHRI
surveyors mentioned visible notching in the beam
at the top of the façade wall beneath the front gallery, indicating the previous existence of a staircase
or ladder. However, not every home was surveyed in
such detail and these features may not be visible if
the roof of the front gallery was enclosed.
Additionally, the data sources were searched visually, as none of the sources reliably identified Acadian cottages. It is likely that some examples of Acadian cottages were missed. Concerning LHRI surveys
in particular, oftentimes only a single photograph
was taken of the home, and the surveyor marked visible features of the home on the survey sheet. Therefore, exterior features and interior features such as
the floor plan can only be inferred based on the
limited information within the survey and a single
photograph. Another issue is that LHRI surveyors
may have missed homes that were not visible from
the road.
Concerning geographic location, survey information indicates that some of the homes were moved,
meaning that their surveyed location is not original.
The original location of the home, especially the
coordinates of the original location, are not provided and may not be known. Also, a portion of the
HABS, NRHP, and LHRI surveys do not reference
a street address or coordinates. For example, many
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early HABS records only described the location of
homes in reference to a nearby town or city. Where
possible, Google Earth was used to determine the
approximate location based on the description. Google Street View was subsequently used to confirm
the specific location. Another issue is that the datum
is not referenced for the UTM coordinates given in
the HABS or LHRI surveys. The datum used for the
SSD map is WGS84; however, the datum used for
the initial LHRI surveys is not provided. Most of the
surveys were completed during the 1970s and 1980s,
and depending on the datum used, the location of
the homes in the maps may be slightly inaccurate.

CONCLUSION
This project reviewed LHRI survey information,
HABS records, and NRHP listings for 8 of the 22
parishes that make up Acadiana and used GIS to
illustrate geographic variations in the placement and
type of access to the attic space in Acadian cottages. The maps illustrate that Acadian cottages that
were recorded are generally located along Bayou
Teche and related waterways, confirming many of
the sources utilized in this project. The use of GIS
provides a method to visualize the relatively distinct
geographic distribution of recorded Acadian cottage features within the Acadiana Core.
Thousands of LHRI surveys are available for the
remaining 14 Acadiana parishes and the rest of the
parishes within Louisiana. Other Acadian cottages
may be documented in the thousands of unexplored
surveys, and these could be recorded and analyzed
within the framework of this project. Additionally,
more research should be completed to evaluate the
other locations that Acadians settled, such as the
French Caribbean, to further the attempt to understand the placement of the staircase to the attic
space on the front gallery.
Some of the surveys mentioned the removal or alteration of the staircase, or the enclosure of the front
gallery. While alterations over time are expected, alterations such as these mean that a highly visible feature of the Acadian cottage may eventually disappear. Given that the reasoning behind the placement
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of the staircase on the front gallery is not yet unequivocally known, it is important that the remaining examples of Acadian cottages are investigated
so that the information they provide can be used to
evaluate and construct various hypotheses regarding
the placement of the exterior staircase on the front
gallery and its use. The front gallery appears to have
been an important living space in Acadian homes.
An understanding of how the Acadians utilized the
gallery and the exterior staircase can strengthen our
understanding of how they lived historically. Likewise, the location of Acadian cottages in southern
Louisiana along waterways means the threats of ris-
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ing sea levels and increased frequency and intensity
of storms are increasingly present. Although some
of the homes recorded in this project have already
been moved from their original location, an understanding of the original location and features may
illuminate the history of Louisiana’s Cajun communities.
Katie Cook is a graduate student in the Historic
Preservation program at EMU. She received her undergraduate degree in geography with a minor in
historic preservation from EMU in December 2019.
She serves as the Digital Heritage graduate assistant.
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Re s e a rc h

HOW POLICY HOUSES FINANCED HOUSING
IN BLACK DETROIT
By Sarah Koenig Northrop

T

he underground economy of numbers running contributed
to Black community building in the early/middle decades
of the twentieth century in Detroit. Everett “Monk” Watson and
his business partner, John Roxborough, played crucial roles at the
apex of African American society in Detroit. Watson and Roxborough were publicly renowned for numerous reasons, including
their roles in athletics as well as many other business enterprises.
Much of their financial resources, however, came from the informal economy of numbers-running, in which they each oversaw
large-scale, organized “policy houses” that gathered millions of
dollars in bets from African Americans (and whites) across the city
during the 1930s.
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This was technically illegal; however, it also produced a cashflow that allowed both men to become,
in essence, patrons and protectors of the wider
Black world in Detroit, and to pursue a range of
social-welfare, self-help, and community building
efforts that aimed to bolster African Americans in
the city. This included leisure/entertainment, insurance, banking, real estate, athletics, news media,
and even war bond sales. Their main goal was to
build a robust, sophisticated, and, as much as possible, self-sufficient social world of African Americans
in areas like Paradise Valley/Black Bottom. Their
efforts ran headlong into opposition from the power structures of white Detroit, and the ways their
economic strategies hinged on illegal elements such
as (initially) rum-running and (later) the numbers
games also set them up for attack. Some of the opposition they faced from the white community came
in explicitly racial ways, especially when they tried to
improve housing conditions for their fellow African
Americans. Seeing their wild successes within Black
Bottom, but the stark limits they ran into outside it,
shows the constraints under which even the most
prominent African Americans lived: coming into
public prominence alongside the self-help movement, and yet every time they tried to help their fellow members of the Black community, whites struck
down their efforts.

NUMBERS RUNNERS RUN PARADISE VALLEY, DETROIT
The Paradise Valley business and entertainment
district of Detroit was a boomtown in the early
twentieth century, something like the “Las Vegas of
the North” in the 1920s and 1930s. Paradise Valley adjoined Black Bottom, Detroit’s predominantly Black neighborhood bounded by Gratiot Street,
Brush Street, Congress, and the Grand Trunk Railway. Black Bottom’s name had nothing to do with
its racial composition; it had been named long before, by some of Detroit’s early settlers, for its dark
topsoil. Unfortunately lost to slum clearance in the
1950s and 1960s, Detroiters and preservationists are
just now recognizing the historical significance of
this area. Detroit’s Paradise Valley welcomed many
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

PREVIOUS PAGE. Artist Nicole MacDonald’s 2016 Detroit Portrait Series on the Knack Building/Gratiot Liquor, 3343 Gratiot Avenue, honors
the Black Bottom neighborhood and Paradise Valley commercial/arts
district, detroyed under the auspices of urban renewal.
Source: Katie Delahoyde, 2019.

of the same performers as the clubs and Apollo Theater of Harlem during its Renaissance.1
During its heyday, Paradise Valley served not
only its local residents of the East side of Detroit
but also whites from the surrounding area—all of
whom were drawn during Prohibition (1919–1933)
to its Blind Pigs, speakeasies, and Blind Tigers for an
illegal drink while listening to the sounds of blues,
jazz, and later Motown. Paradise Valley was known
nationally and even internationally as the place to
go for a night of “slumming.”2 The district, however,
was famous not only for entertainment, but also for
being a hub of Black business and economic life referred to by some as “Black Wall Street.”3
The building at the corner of St. Antoine and
Beacon was owned by Everett “Monk” Watson,
prominent Black businessman and owner of the
Yellow Dog Syndicate, a business enterprise that
ran a daily “numbers game” on which Detroiters,
especially Black Detroiters, waged their nickels,
dimes, and quarters, hoping to strike it rich.4 Watson, known by many as the “Numbers Czar” of Detroit, had worked as a waiter and porter on his way
up the ladder, ultimately gaining part ownership of
The Waiters and Bellman’s Club (WBC). Like many
such clubs in Paradise Valley during the Prohibition
era, the WBC fronted as a nightclub with popular
acts, but also offered patrons gambling and liquor.5
Once Watson attained affluence through his ownership stake in the WBC, he turned around and helped
build the Black community by investing large portions of the profits from his gambling enterprises
into a wide range of legitimate businesses: real estate, finance/lending, insurance, newspaper, baseball, bowling lounge, beer brewing, and a jukebox
company, to name a few.6
John Roxborough (“Roxy”), who maintained offices in Watson’s building, has been called the “Policy King” of Black Bottom for his role in introduc37

ABOVE. Tip card for playing the numbers at Watson’s Yellow Dog.

Source: Felicia Bridget George, “Numbers and Neighborhoods: Seeking and Selling the American Dream in Detroit One Bet at a Time” (PhD diss.,
Wayne State University, 2015), page 70.

ing Detroit to the “policy game,” a different form
of numbers gambling in which numbers are drawn
from a cylinder. Watson reportedly first joined Roxborough in his policy house, known as the “Big
Four Mutual,” before starting his own daily lottery
establishments (like the Yellow Dog), based on the
simpler game called “numbers.” Numbers did not
require the gambling paraphernalia of policy—no
cylinders, no leather numbers to roll up for a drawing, etc. Winners were determined simply by the
final digits of a predetermined horse race, or sometimes a stock market quotation. Numbers betting
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could thus be very portable for its owners, writers,
and runners. A triplicate carbon book was all that
was needed and a bidder’s three “dream” numbers.
Numbers became so popular so quickly with both
Black people and white people that Everett rode the
wave, starting several more policy houses and quickly becoming the “Numbers Czar” of Black Bottom.
Soon Everett, Roxy, and other numbers men were
among the few businessmen increasing their worth
during the Great Depression—by some estimates
the policy racket drew $10 million annually and the
numbers game millions more.7
38

ABOVE. Everett “Monk” Watson, age 64, in “The Ten Richest Negroes in
America,” Ebony (April 1949), page 15.

According to his birth certificate, Everett was born
in Pilesgrove Township, Salem, New Jersey, in 1884,
and ultimately made his way to Detroit after living
for a time in Chicago.8 His years between birth and
his arrival in Detroit are almost completely unrecorded except for a few mentions in census data. We
know he had left his parents’ home in New Jersey
sometime between 1900 and 1910, and (based on
his children’s birthplaces) had married and started a
family in Chicago, then moved to Detroit sometime
between 1911 and 1914.9 We can imagine his story
was not unlike other Black people moving to Detroit
as part of the Great Migration. The 1920 Census
records Everett as a waiter, living with his first wife,
Elizabeth, and their four children: William, Dorothy,
Mildred (later known as Jane), and Hester. Like so
many new arrivals to Detroit, Everett and Elizabeth
took in boarders to pay the bills. According to this
(1920) census, his family roomed a married couple
and another adult male boarder at their residence,
224 Adams Ave East. Elizabeth died of cancer in
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1927, and four years later Everett married his second wife, Ida.10
In the South, Jim Crow laws were enforced de jure.
As southern Black people (and white people) migrated north during the Great Migration, both for economic opportunity and (for Black people) to escape
second-class citizenship, many of the newly arrived
whites in Michigan brought racist segregationist
ideas, where they found fertile ground locally as
Black populations surged.11 As Detroit became overcrowded with the population boom, a system of de
facto segregation was enacted to keep African Americans in the oldest part of the city, namely Black Bottom. Because of the overcrowding and restrictions
that kept the Black community contained in this district, rents were higher even though the structures
were dilapidated. Landlords did not repair leaky
roofs or broken windows. If a Black family tried to
move out of the slums into a white neighborhood,
they often were refused access to homes for sale or
encountered violence. Later, neighborhood “improvement” associations were formed to “protect”
(white) neighborhoods from “undesirable” (Black)
buyers. These groups wrote covenants preventing
homeowners from selling to certain groups, including Black people.12
African Americans did not find the “$5 a day”
glorious life they had hoped to find in Detroit during
Ford’s auto industry boom. Instead, Black Bottom
was a center of crime, disease, and filth. Multiple
families shared tiny, rented shacks to split rent expenses. As the Black population increased, the local YMCA insisted Black people have their own
branch—for Blacks only. Schools and playgrounds
in predominantly Black areas were underfunded.13
At the same time, Detroit City Council seats were
awarded on a city-wide basis, to the candidates with
the most votes. Because Black Bottom did not have
its own geographic districting, and Black people
overall remained in the minority, while voters rarely crossed racial lines, white candidates always received more votes. The outcome was that thousands
of Black Bottom residents, despite living in the ostensibly unsegregated North, were unrepresented in
city affairs.14
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One exception to this was the Roxborough family. John Roxborough grew up in a wealthy mixedrace family that was part of the Black community
of Detroit. John’s father was a respected attorney in
Detroit. John’s brother was also a successful attorney and later elected politician. But John wanted to
make money faster—so he started a policy house in
Black Bottom. He describes in his biography that it
was his goal to make himself rich first and then to
help his race.15 Meeting Everett Watson and partnering with him on many business ventures allowed
both men to help their race before, during, and after
the Great Depression. As banks collapsed during the
Great Depression, Black millionaires such as Watson and Roxborough (and a few other policy house
owners) became lending “institutions” for struggling
Black families in Paradise Valley and Black Bottom.
Before the federal government built federal housing
projects in the 1950s and 1960s (and before the state
of Michigan started its own, legal daily lottery), local
numbers men like Roxborough and Watson tapped
their personal finances to help African Americans
reach their dreams of home ownership.16
To become a Black millionaire in Jim Crow America was not easy. Job opportunities were limited, and
those jobs did not pay equal to a white employee
performing the same task. Most Black people moving to Detroit were first-generation unskilled laborers, descended from southern farmers, who in turn
were descended from slaves. Almost all were competing for unskilled jobs. The only way to climb into
the middle or upper middle class was to have a craft
or skill such as carpentry or barbering—or perhaps
to become a Black minister in a successful Black
congregation. This created pathways for those who
could occupy such positions. Whites did not want
a Black person to touch them or to touch a Black
body. Medicine, barbering, dentistry, and pharmacy were just a few occupations segregated by race.
White morticians, in particular, also refused to serve
the Black community—meaning that a principal
way to become wealthy in Black Bottom was to become a mortician or be part of the informal economy that likewise was contained within the racialized
boundaries of the neighborhood.17 An article in Ebony magazine in April 1949, in fact, listed Everett
Watson as ranking among “The top 10 richest Negroes in America.” The others included on this list
were morticians, numbers men, or real estate moguls
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ABOVE. Manager John Roxborough with boxer Joe Lewis.

Source: “John W. Roxborough (1892-1975),” BlackPast, accessed
November 9, 2020.

(which often was also code for numbers runners).18
Everett was famous across the US in the Black
community. He and his family were often named in
the social pages of other cities’ African American
newspapers.19 He and Roxborough were also household names in Detroit—both white and Black—
during the famous graft trial of 1940.20 Before this
trial, Everett was not as well known among whites,
certainly not as familiar as John Roxborough (who
was known as the discoverer and later co-manager
of world heavyweight champion Joe Louis).21 Watson, by contrast, was the owner of a less successful
heavyweight boxing contender, Roscoe Toles.22 Watson was much talked about in parts of white Michigan, such as Jackson County, for the splash made by
his purchase of a 422-acre estate named Cherokee
Farms.23 Both men pursued similar paths in this way,
too, demonstrating their personal achievements (and
wealth) by buying and developing respectable coun40

try estates; they also influenced Joe Louis to do the
same. Acting as “elder statesmen” for Black Detroit,
they likewise mentored Joe Louis in navigating the
white press. They also partnered with Louis in other
business enterprises, such as a $1.5 million bowling
alley and lounge named Paradise Valley Bowl for the
enjoyment of Black Detroiters who were not permitted entrance to white bowling alleys.24
Watson and Roxborough promoted the “don’t
shop where you can’t work” movement of Black
self-help. They financially supported civic organizations like the NAACP and Urban League. Both
men, along with others in the numbers game, donated money for food, clothing, gifts for the poor at
Christmas and throughout the year.25 They made
small loans to individuals struggling, larger loans to
families wanting to buy a home, put local children
through college, and supported Black athletes. For
a short period, they each owned the Detroit Stars,
an all-Negro baseball team.26 Roxborough even purchased a Black newspaper, the Detroit Owl, to save it
from closing.27 When Watson and other Black businessmen of Paradise Valley discovered the home of
the Detroit Symphony was in danger, they offered
to buy the building but were denied permission to
make the purchase because it was across Woodward
Avenue, outside the boundaries of Paradise Valley
into the “white” section of town. The only local
place large enough for musical performances was
the Graystone Ballroom and Black people were only
permitted to rent/use it during the lowest demand
time of the week, Monday night.28
Most of these two men’s charitable acts went unnoticed and unremarked upon by the white community until the size of the projects grew larger and
jumped the invisible wall of the ghetto. Redlining and
an actual physical wall would come in later decades,
but in the 1930s and 1940s, several wealthy numbers
men began investing their fortunes in financial and
insurance institutions to serve their Black neighbors.
Because white banks would not serve Black customers, they were forced to save the entire cost of a house
in cash, hoping no one found their stash, or use a
high-interest loan shark. Roxborough co-founded
Great Lakes Mutual Insurance Company in 1928,
with Everett Watson as first vice president and investor. They began with simple burial policies and
expanded quickly to become the largest all Blackowned, all Black-managed business in Michigan.
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When the stock market crashed, other banks could
not meet the rush on funds. The investors (numbers
men and other wealthy Black Detroit businessmen)
of Great Lakes Mutual tapped into their personal
monies to meet the rush on funds. Great Lakes was
viewed as stable in an unstable economy. They were
outperforming white lending and insurance institutions. They expanded to Cleveland and Washington, DC.29 By the early 1950s Great Lakes Mutual
stood as Michigan’s largest African American business, and one of the largest Black-owned insurance
companies in the US.30 It even had a visiting nurse
department for its customers—which served as an
important form of healthcare, even as it also served
a business purpose for the company to underwrite
policies by gauging risk (necessary because many
Black people were turned away from white hospitals
and doctors).31
Charles Mahoney, attorney and President of Great
Lakes Life Insurance Company, won the Republican
nomination in Michigan’s first congressional district.
He was a member of the board of supervisors of
Wayne County and was appointed to the City Planning Commission by Mayor James Couzen.32 Some
of the investors of the Great Lakes Mutual invested
together in real estate and housing projects. When
this happened, however, they suddenly presented a
real threat to whites. When Everett and others under the name Wayne County Better Homes, Inc.,
purchased acreage from the city for a $1.5 million,
five-hundred-lot housing development outside Black
Bottom, parts of the (white) public became enraged
when they discovered that this land had been sold
to Black investors for a reasonable fee. City officials
went so far as to apologize to their white constituents
for the oversight.33
Everett Watson, through his Watson Realty Company, also purchased a 340-lot subdivision including
nineteen homes for a purchase price of $125,000.
After announcing he planned to carry out a $1.5 million new construction project in the subdivision of
southwest Detroit, Watson began receiving threatening phone calls.34 Three homes in Watson’s new
development were set ablaze by arsonists. A white
police officer, Samuel P. Boehm, who lived near the
new housing development, hired a young white paroled convict and another white male to torch the
three houses. Boehm had previously attended meetings of South Detroit Community League, a neigh41

borhood homeowner’s association, although the organization disavowed his actions.35 It was common
for white neighborhoods to form such neighborhood
“improvement” associations to keep African Americans from moving into white neighborhoods. Often,
they used intimidation or violence to keep Black
people out. Watson threatened to fight for his rights
all the way to the Supreme Court.36
Watson and Roxborough did show themselves
willing and able to pursue every legal avenue open
to them, even when in the end these efforts did not
succeed. Following their convictions in the graft case
of the 1940s, for instance, they lodged appeals upward in the Michigan court system, and ultimately
appealed to the US Supreme Court in Washington,
DC.37 Both men had been swept up with the trial of
a former mayor, Richard Reading, and almost one
hundred others, including many high police officials,
rank-and-file officers, and city administrators.38 The
story of this trial—a long and complicated saga of
its own—shows both how unfair the grand jury system of the day was, and how the racially coded (and
racist) practices of justice were enacted in jury selection, trial procedures, and news coverage. Prosecutors, for example, excluded every Black from the jury
pool (more than thirty Black veniremen were dismissed) in favor of an all-white jury of eight women
and four men. Their stated reason was that all Black
people in Detroit played the numbers game, so they
could not be trusted to serve fairly on the jury.39 The
US Supreme Court agreed that Watson and Roxborough’s objection was legitimate—that this broadbrush racial exclusion was impermissible—and yet
nevertheless refused to vacate their sentences or
order a new trial, stating that nevertheless the outcome would have been the same. After their appeals
were denied, both men served twenty-two months
of their sentence for obstruction of justice in Jackson State Prison, thirty miles west of Ann Arbor.40
In 1946, Everett was then released to the custody of
his devoted second wife, Ida, on their country estate
in Grass Lake (Jackson County), and Roxy was released to the custody of his devoted friend Joe Louis.41 (The investigation and trial documents fill many
thousands of pages and their details lie beyond the
scope of this paper.)
This cultural and economic prominence of
“Black Wall Street” faded over time, ending when
it was cleared away entirely, in the early 1960s, to
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make room for the Chrysler Freeway as part of an
urban renewal program. The area of Black Bottom
and Paradise Valley was replaced by Lafayette Park
(designed by German architect Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe), the Cobo Center, and I-75.42
Many biographies of Joe Louis have been written
and a few mention John Roxborough, but Everett
Watson has been nearly wiped from the historical
memory of Black Bottom and Paradise Valley, having disappeared almost as completely as the neighborhood itself. Lost in the obliteration of Black
Bottom was the entertainment district of Paradise
Valley, its hotbed of jazz and culture, and the internationally-renowned Gotham Hotel, Black-owned
and operated, which served African Americans
turned away by white hotels. Blues and jazz giants
stayed in its luxurious rooms and mingled with black
athletes and writers. In the Ebony Room of the Gotham were oil portraits of local Black icons including
Everett Watson. The paintings were removed before
the demolition and never returned to the owner.
Perhaps poignantly, Everett’s portrait was lost along
with his story when he passed of cancer in 1960.43
He was buried in Detroit, in an unmarked grave. All
that remains are a few outbuildings of his country
estate in Grass Lake.44
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visited almost 200 NPS units.
Sarah graduated this spring with a Master of Science in Historic Preservation from EMU, the same
week she married her history-loving soulmate, Douglas Northrop. She now resides on a different historic
farmstead, this one in Grass Lake, Michigan, where
she and her UM-professor husband love researching
the fascinating history of their property. It is a small
piece of the former 422-acre estate of Everett Watson, one of the key figures in this essay.
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Re s e a rc h

“MODISHLY SWINGING MANOR FOR THE MODERN MAN”
RISE OF THE BACHELOR PAD, 1953-1973
By Hunter Magrum

I

n 1983, Barbara Ehrenreich began her reflection of marriage and
sex: “It is, in retrospect, frightening to think how much of our sense
of social order. . . depended on the willingness of men to succumb. . .
to marry, to become wage earners and [share] their wages with dependents.”1 What happens, however, when men decide to take an alternative route? What if men no longer wish to be the breadwinner, the
family man, or the head of a 1950s nuclear family?
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This essay explores the resistance and reluctance
towards traditional masculine social roles through
eternal bachelorhood. Playboy magazine heightened the dream of living the “high life” and did so
through overtly sexual ads, increasing the prominence of masculine consumerism. This paper builds
on the previous work of historians like Bill Osgerby
and Barbara Ehrenreich to move their arguments of
masculine consumption toward the realm of masculine architecture related to bachelor pads. Playboy
built on the genre of masculine magazines to create a space for men to participate in the traditionally feminine consumer’s market. This masculine
space for the consumption of goods cumulated in
the “bachelor pad,” or the architectural standard of
living for the ideal man.
This narrative begins in the post-war period of
the 1950s. According to Carrie Pitzulo, “with the
help of the GI Bill, millions of families rose into the
middle class, got an education, and bought homes
in the newly thriving suburbs.”2 While this decade
and generation are forever known as the “baby
boomers,” hidden underneath the suburban dream
of Tupperware and Jell-O was a crisis of identity, a
crisis of masculinity. In 1958, Arthur M. Schlesinger,
Jr., wrote “The Crisis of American Masculinity” for
Look magazine. This article detailed the male role in
society. According to Schlesinger, masculinity “lost
its rugged clarity of outline.”3 James Gilbert analyzes Schlesinger’s article in Men in the Middle: Searching for Masculinity in the 1950s. Gilbert explains that
the masculinity crisis in the 1950s revolved around
“man [needing] to think of himself, not the group,
to value and nourish his spontaneous individuality.”4
For a man to fit into society, he needed to look at
himself as an individual, not a member of a group.
One way for young men to differentiate themselves
from the group was to embrace bachelorhood.
Andrew Gorman-Murray defines the bachelor:
“one of the most evocative figures of domestic masculinity, his very identity defined [by] his housing
and homemaking practices.”5 The 1950s bachelor
used his housing, both material culture and architecture, to define his socially constructed masculinity. The masculinity crisis, paired with the declinPost & Lintel | 2020–2021

ing age in marriage for young women, resulted in
a push back from young men wanting to hold off
marriage. The central source of this paper, Playboy
magazine, enticed these men, who already had a desire to stave off marriage, to fill the time and use their
“breadwinning” money on material consumerism
and dream dates. Pitzulo argues Playboy “[instructed
men] on how to live like swinging bachelors, regardless of how realistic that goal may or may not have
been for many readers.”6 Created in 1953 by Hugh
Hefner, Playboy magazine instructed young men to
be an idealized version of Hefner himself. “Hef,”
as the readers knew him, was a man who redefined
his pursuits as the masculine ideal. Hugh Hefner
not only used the magazine as a platform for societal gender changes, but he also made a significant
amount of money at the same time. Additionally, as
Pitzulo states, “Playboy prodded male readers to scru-

ABOVE. Playboy, June 1958, back cover
PREVIOUS PAGE. Playboy, May 1954 (volume 1, issue 5), pages

21–22. This image depicts the route a bachelor and his potential date
would take around his bachelor pad.
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FIGURE 3. Playboy, April 1956, pages 70–71.

tinize themselves, and potentially each other, with
a self-consciousness usually reserved for women.”7
Which brings the reader to the end of every Playboy
magazine: “What Sort of Man Reads Playboy?”
Hugh Hefner modeled the modern Playboy bachelor on the lifestyle he wished he could live. Therefore, the hedonistic and luxurious lifestyle was not
based on any reality, allowing for any man to fill
the shoes of the infamous white rabbit. In the April
1958 issue, Daniel Starch and other Playboy staff surveyed who read playboy. “Meet the Playboy Reader:
A Survey of the Man Who Reads the Magazine”
details the typical age, education, income, marital status, and clothing style of the average Playboy
reader. The article introduces a “personal friend” of
the magazine: “We’ve been closely associated with
him for more than four years, and in that time we’ve
learned a good deal about his tastes, attitudes, and
interests, but just recently we discovered a number
of new facts about him that we never knew before.”8
This survey created a “common reader,” or someone whom the average reader could look up to, or
compare themselves and feel superior. However, the
dream of an ultimate Playboy bachelor was not just
about age, education, or personal style—our beloved
“Hef ” quickly moved into the realm of architecture.
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The first reference to architecture appeared in
Playboy’s August 1954 issue with a biography of Frank
Lloyd Wright. “I [have] no use of the common man,
except as material to become uncommon.”9 Hefner
used the famous architect’s life to show how a playboy-bachelor could be successful—although maybe
not with marriages. While the article featured Frank
Lloyd Wright, architecture and the “bachelor pad”
became a tool for seduction. In an interview for Architect Magazine, Beatriz Colomina explains the art of
seduction and architecture in Playboy: “The modern
apartment is a necessity for the bachelor, who has
to surround himself with all these gadgets and all
this modern furniture, and eventually even the architecture, the [Playboy] Pad. These are settings in
which seduction happens.”10 The move towards architecture occurred in the 1960s, a decade after the
article on Frank Lloyd Wright. Hefner’s masculinity
involved hobbies indoors and pursuing hedonistic
pleasures like technology and hosting lavish parties. Since the home became the place to have fun
and entertain guests—potential dates—having the
best pad was essential. Playboy’s dream apartments
became the ultimate pad for modern men—or the
bachelor pad.
The first goal of Playboy was to remove feminine identity in the home to establish a bachelor’s
“Pad.” Hefner created a space that was not binary—either feminine or masculine—but a completely
masculine space and absent of femininity. The best
place to start this project was in the kitchen. In Joanne Hollows’s “The Bachelor Dinner: Masculinity,
Class and Cooking in Playboy, 1953-1961,” the Playboy bachelor’s kitchen is dissected down to the material goods available and the recipes the bachelor
deemed worthy of making. Hollows argues Playboy’s
construction of “cooking practices as a sign of hip,
pleasurable, and distinguished lifestyle could only
be accomplished through a rejection of the associations between femininity, domesticity, and cooking
in 1950s America.”11 While the kitchen was a representation of feminine domesticity, the bachelor used
it to cook the things he liked and to mix drinks the
way he wanted. The bachelor participated in leisure
cooking, not cooking to feed a family—therefore, the
49

FIGURE 4. Playboy, January 1958, pages 18–19. This is a handy pictorial guide for all of the tools needed to start a home bar. Included is glassware needed for specific drinks. A how-to guide to impress a date.

tiny kitchen in the bachelor pad was not a domestic
haven.
Lastly, the bedroom remained the favorite room
of the bachelor. Robert Rauschenberg once wrote
of the bachelor bedroom, “The bedroom served as
the playboy’s most revered performance space.”12 In
1959, Hugh Hefner revealed the “Playboy Bed,” a
bed complete with stereo and refrigerator attached.
However, the bachelor’s bedroom is not the only one
scrutinized in Playboy. In “Girls in Their Lairs,” Jerry Yulsman describes various types of women and
places them within their presumed bedrooms. Not
only does this article show how women of different
personalities decorated their bedrooms, it is also a
guide for men to decorate their bedrooms to ensure
a dream date.
Nearly seventy years after the creation of the
bachelor pad as a cultural icon, Playboy is still on the
fringes of societal acceptability. However, that does
not mean the bachelor pad disappeared. In 2006,
Post & Lintel | 2020–2021

The New York Times published an article entitled,
“The Bachelor Pad Still Lives.” Stephanie Rosenbloom describes the fanciful Playboy bachelor pad
of the 1960s to explain how the bachelor pad as a
cultural icon significantly differs from today’s apartments of single men.13
Hunter is a third-year student completing her degree in the Museum Practice & Heritage Interpretation concentration. She wants to continue her focus
of gender history from her time at The University of
Toledo (M.A. ‘18). Hunter has a passion for uncovering the unconventional in mid-twentieth-century society. She is currently working on her final project “If
You Can’t Swing Don’t Ring”: Playboy Magazine’s
Response to the Masculinity Crisis through Material
Culture, 1953-1973.” Hunter hopes to work in collections management when the pandemic subsides
and eventually take on a doctoral program.
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FIGURES 5 & 6. Playboy, February 1958, pages 60–63. This article depicts different women’s personalities in bedrooms they
might enjoy spending time in.
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D r. Te d’ s C o rne r

CORONA SOJOURN
A TALE OF ONE ROAD TRIP...BUT TWO VERY DIFFERENT JOURNEYS!
Dr. Ted Ligibel

I

t started innocently enough on March 7, 2020, as Pat and I set
out for Arizona passing through Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico. We generally make
explorer time, often stopping to see a historic, cultural, or natural
site, so we allowed six days to get to Tucson.
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The first of these sites was Cahokia Mounds State
Park in Illinois, across the Mississippi from St. Louis.
The visitor center had amazing displays of ancient
Amerindian art and functional artifacts and a powerful movie that ended dramatically with the raising
of the screen to reveal a life-size recreated Mississippian Indian village. The mounds here are the largest
collection north of Mexico and were the centerpieces of a Native American city that was larger than
London in 1250.
We spent the night at the Drury Hotel in St. Louis
near the Gateway Arch, arranged by our alumna,
Deirdre Fortino, who was general manager of one
of the many Drury Hotels in the region. The hotel is
in the last fur trading-related building in the city and
has been elegantly repurposed as a hotel; our room
had a view of both the Arch and Old Courthouse.
The trip to the top of the great span is a very
1960s experience. We entered a space capsule-like
car with its mid-century Saarinen-designed chairs
still in place and were mechanically cogged to the
top. The experience of going to the top is almost as
rewarding as the expansive view.
At this point (March 8) there was talk of the Coronavirus, but no one was paying too much attention,
other than frequent hand-washing, and nothing was
closed. It was school break week, so the Union Station at St. Louis, a massive stone Romanesque pile
that was the former Union Rail Station, was swollen
with visitors, especially families with kids in tow.

TOP. UNESCO World Heritage Site insignia at the Cahokia Mound
Historic Site in present-day Illinois.
CENTER.EMU HP alumna Dee Fortino with Pat and Dr. Ted.
BOTTOM. The Gateway Arch tram capsule is just the right size for Pat!
NEXT PAGE
TOP LEFT. The Inn at the Mill, near Fayetteville, Arkansas.
TOP RIGHT.La Purísima mission church in Socorro, Texas.
BOTTOM LEFT. Sunset over the Organ Pipe Mountains in Las Cruces,

New Mexico, with Marshall and Janet McLennan.
BOTTOM RIGHT. Visiting Tumacácori National Historic Park in southern
Arizona with Pat’s sister and her husband.
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So, onward to Arkansas where we had hoped to
see architect E. Fay Jones’s ethereal masterpiece,
Thorncrown Chapel, near Eureka Springs. After
navigating the twists and turns of rural Razorback
roads we finally arrived at the chapel grounds only
to find a CLOSED sign being posted. . . no, not for
a renegade virus, but for a wedding. This chapel-inthe-woods has been on our life list for many years, so
our disappointment was only intensified by the now
775 mile journey. All was not lost though as we found
our way to the Inn at the Mill near Fayetteville, a
creatively reused nineteenth-century water-powered
mill that was our abode for the night.
We also had the chance to visit HP alumna Annie
Marshak Dowling who lives in Fayetteville with her
family.
After a two-night stay with long-time friends in
Justin, Texas, we headed for Las Cruces, New Mexico, via Socorro where we discovered the classic white
adobe La Purísima mission church that has served
this area just outside of El Paso since 1691.
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Once in Las Cruces we settled in for an evening with Marshall and Janet McLennan. Marshall
co-founded EMU’s Preservation Program in 1979
and was its director until 1999. We found them in
good spirits. At eighty-seven Marshall is as sharp
as ever and was just appointed to the local HDC.
We dined at their adobe-styled house that overlooks
the spectacular Organ Pipe Mountains and shared
many EMU and HP alumni stories. . . and a vibrant
sunset reflected off the tips of the OP Mountains.
The week in Tucson was glorious. . . warm, sunny, and with Pat’s sister and her husband, we visited many national and state parks and historic sites.
Restaurants in our suburban area were open, though
those in Tucson proper were closing.
The nightly news began to cast a long shadow
with news of the spreading epidemic. Still, many
tourist sites were accessible and we visited Saguaro
National Park and Sabino Canyon National Recreation Area, as well as Tumacácori National Historical Park.
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Reality set in when we tried to visit that masterwork of southwest Spanish Colonial architecture,
San Xavier del Bac Mission. Here we found notices
posted on every door pronouncing that the Mission
had closed as a result of what was now being widely
recognized as Coronavirus COVID-19.
Slowly, but inexorably, our world began to shrink
around us. The closest park, Sabino Canyon, with
its incredible collection of saguaro cacti, closed all
but their small overflow parking lot, but not the park
itself, forcing visitors to park along the busy road.
All restaurants moved to carry-out only and then
closing altogether. We had hoped to meet up with re-

cent HP alumna Katie Beck Bucci and her husband
Eric, as they were visiting family in her hometown
of Tucson, but even that plan was dashed when social distancing became the new norm. The seriousness of the situation had squarely manifested itself.
Disinfecting, people-avoidance, meals at the condo,
and limited shopping experiences took over. On our
last full day, we managed to do a “self-isolated” drive
up to Tucson’s Mt. Lemmon in the Santa Catalina
Mountains. The snaking roadway lifted us to over
8000 feet from Tucson’s 2400 foot level. . . we even
played in the snow a bit! By the time we left Tucson
on March 21, the epidemic had become a pandemic.

TOP LEFT. San Xavier del Bac Mission in the San Xavier District of the

TOP RIGHT. A sign of things to come: a notice on the door indicates

Tohono O’odham Nation outside Tucson, Arizona.
BOTTOM LEFT. Saguaros, prickly pears, cholla, and other Sonoran
Desert flora in Tucson’s Sabino Canyon.
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that San Xavier del Bac will be closed indefinitely due to COVID-19.

BOTTOM RIGHT. In spite of closures, Pat is still able to have fun in the
snow on Mt. Lemmon, 8000 feet above Tucson!
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We did manage to visit the Painted Desert and
Petrified Forest National Parks, also on our life lists,
which were open for hiking and driving only. Outside the shuttered visitor’s center a park employee
used a laser pointer to identify places of interest on a
wall map while keeping everyone at a safe distance.
As calls for self-quarantining grew, the noticeable
paucity of cars on the road was eerie. On one Navajo
Nation road in New Mexico we passed maybe two
cars in an hour. Our hopes to see Georgia O’Keeffe’s
Ghost Ranch near Abiquiú now thwarted we
purloined a view of her beloved Chimney Rock, as
well as her home in Abiquiú Pueblo. . . both from a
distance.
While exploring the pueblo’s central plaza, its
self-appointed Governor sped up in his van and
started taking our picture, saying, “I am authorized
to document all outsiders in our pueblo.” When
asked where Georgia O’Keeffe’s house was located,
he demurred, declaring she represented only a small
portion of the pueblo’s history. To which I replied,
“But, she is a real part of your history.” He zoomed
off. Where our images will show up is anyone’s guess.
People everywhere generally were respecting the
social-distancing concept, until we got to Yukon, a
suburb of Oklahoma City. There the restaurants
were open and the governor had not decided yet
whether to close schools after spring break!

TOP. The Painted Desert in northeastern Arizona.
CENTER.Chimney Rock above Georgia O’Keeffe’s home at Ghost Ranch, near Abiquiú, New Mexico.
BOTTOM. Pat views the village of Abiquiú – from a distance.
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As we headed east, hotel lobbies were empty of
the guests normally hovering around. Hot breakfasts
became paper bags with muffins, energy bars, and
fruit to be eaten in our room, disinfected before ingesting. Gas station/convenience stores and fast food
drive-thrus became our salvation along with their
clean restrooms. The quantity of trucks on the road
and scarcity of highway patrols was astounding.
Convoys of ten to fifteen trucks were common and
leap-frogging was a regular occurrence, confounded by the fact that several of the states we travelled
through did not have separate speed limits for cars
and trucks.
We did make it home safe on the afternoon of
March 25, minding to disinfect every item that travelled with us before conveying it inside. Now we are
self-quarantining. . . AND dreaming of those warm,
sunny, open spaces dotted with saguaro cactus and
majestic mountain backgrounds that shaped our
4800+ mile southwest sojourn.

ABOVE. A graph from the Washington Post online, accessed March 29,
2020, shows the rising number of reported deaths due to COVID-19.

MYSTERY IMAGE! Guess where!
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